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A rare moment of quiet
- seated in her garden,
Kaptan June signing one
of her books for visitor
Densie Bugler.

Whilst Kaptan signs many
copies of her books over
the course of the summer,
some moments are special
and she enjoys welcoming
people to her garden and
seeing them leave with
her book. Here’s another
copy going to another
happy owner spreading the
message of the sea turtles.
A happy moment at the
Hut highlighting springtime
in the forest.
This delightful young lady Islien Walker - visited with
her family in May
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Hello Dear Friends of the Foundation,
I begin this diary account in mid-summer concerned principally
with a severe shortage of volunteers to staff the beach hut at Iztuzu
Beach.
Many of you will have visited there in past years and perhaps
already this year. Many of you will recall meeting our volunteers –
Will, Marianne, Dorri, Stan, Mich, Liana, Sengul, Tanya and myself as
well as Judy and Eddie who are currently in the UK but return soon.
All of us have struggled with excess heat this summer, edging 40°C
over the past few weeks.It’s good to know that the turtles who
may find the temperature of the sea water uncomfortable in our
area have the option of swimming to cooler waters – I wish I could
sometimes!
At the end of July I enjoyed a delightful evening at the Dalyan
Resort Hotel, a prestigious venue on the riverfront set amongst
splendid gardens. I was invited to a most pleasant dinner where
discussions revolved around the turtles. The Director of the University of Mugla asked me to give a talk
to some of the university students later in the year, saying he had heard how successful a previous talk
I gave last year had been. Also in the group was our local Governor and his charming wife – they too
expressed an interest in the sea turtles and the work that our Foundation contributes towards their
protection. All of this whilst enjoying good food, wonderful company and watching the fascinating solar
eclipse – all in all, a thoroughly enjoyable evening!
My own activities involve working at our Beach Hut but I have also enjoyed a short visit to London in
June attending a splendid wedding of dear friends in Chelsea. At present, I am preparing to visit friends
in Italy for a week in August. As mentioned, it is very hot this summer so both me and my 4 dogs seek
solace in the garden as much as possible.
I look forward to meeting some of the Foundation Newsletter Friends here later this summer.
Enjoy your summer – warm greetings always
Kaptan June
“Here’s a picture of the car park taken from Kaptan June’s Hut. This
was in early August and as you can see, the car park is full. The
beach is crowded most days and the bars, restaurants and shops
etc in Dalyan are all reporting a busy time with visitor numbers
considerably up on the last few summers. A good many of the
visitors on holiday in Dalyan are Turkish rather than from the UK and
the rest of Europe and its interesting to see how things are changing
to accommodate their slightly different requirements.
Its good to know that things are better for the business owners in
the village, even though the economic climate in Turkey is so difficult
at the moment.
So - Dalyan is really busy with lots of visitors, and its not Bayram
yet!”

Would YOU like to be volunteer or do you know someone else who would ...
Without volunteers, we could not run our centre at the beach, distribute flyers, organize events and do all the little things that have to be done and that
you don’t see. PLEASE contact us: kaptanjuneseaturtleconservationfoundation@gmail.com

All that is vulnerable must be protected
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“Visit from the Ware Family from Essex to Kaptan June’s Foundation Hut.
This was in August and Kaptan June enjoyed talking with Lindsey, Mark
and Alfie not just about all things turtle but also about the lovely County
of Essex where she hales from herself.”

Visit by Chalis Kids Club

An especially delightful occasion was enjoyed at the Hut at the end of May
by Kaptan June and the volunteers when a group from Chalis Kids Club
visited.
Everyone was greatly impressed by them and their wonderful leader, Kate
Topcu. Kaptan June sends her personal thanks to Kate and all those who
came that day. She enjoyed the opportuniity to talking with the children at
the large table at the Hut and was moved by their enthusiasm and interest
in all things turtle.
After talking to the children and acccompanying adults about the turtles and the
beach, she asked if there were any questions. She had to smile when one small boy
immediately put up his hand and asked “How old are you?” Can
there by any finer example of how youth and age can join forces and all because of the turtles!
The highlight of the day was Kaptan June being presented with
a painting of a turtle by Yasmin Sarioglu. This beautiful item now
hangs on the terrace of Kaptan’s home and is greatly admired by
the many visitors to her home.

Petition against illegal feeding of the turtles
Update! Update! Update
Our petition in respect of the illegal feeding of the turtles
has now been running for some time and we’re glad to be
able to report that we’re on the home run.
We need to have 5000 signatures before they can be
submitted to the relevant Government Department in
Ankara and at the end of July we had reached 4,500! So,
only 500 to go. We really want to rach the target by the
end of the summer so that the petition can be submitted in
time to see a difference next season.
If you’re coming to Dalyan before the end of the summer,
please make sure you visit the Hut and add your signature
to the petition document. Alternatively, if you haven’t
already, please log on to
www.ipetitions.com/petition/kaptan-june-turtle-paradise
and add your signature electronically. Have you told your friends and family about the petition? If not, please encourage them to
support us in this initiative so we can see an end to these turtle feeding excursions!
Friends of the Foundation Newsletter - Annual Subscription
We have started to send out details of how you can renew your annual subscription to the Foundation, and
renewals fees are beginning to be received. If you have received a request to renew, we look forward to
hearing from you soon. If you have any queries about renewing, please let us know and we will do all we can
to assist.

Our E-mail address is:
kaptanjuneseaturtlefoundation
@gmail.com

Our website:
www.dalyanturtles.com
twitter.com/KaptanJune

www.facebook.com/
KaptanJuneSeaTurtleConservationFoundation
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Who are we?
In this part we introduce to you people that are active in our Foundation.
This time,Tatiana will tell you a bit about herself.
Hi everyone!
My name is Tatiana, I’m from Moscow, Russia. I’m a teacher of Biology and
English language for foreign learners. When my school year had finished, I came to Dalyan to have my long
summer vacation. But I don’t like doing nothing for months, so the first thing I did - I started looking for
an environmental protection organization, where I can be helpful.
I like trying and learning new things. When I found Kaptan June sea Turtle Conservation Foundation, I was
very excited and didn’t hesitate a second and asked if I could be a volunteer here.
Nature is one of the most fascinating things in our Universe for me. Carettacaretta is a gorgeous, amazing
sea creature. I’m grateful for the opportunity to contribute any way I can to their conservation. I hope to
meet you in the Hut soon!
Kind greetings to all,
Tatiana Nepriakhina
Bonaly Primary School Pupils make a Pledge to the Sea Turtles
In July, the Hut received a very special visitor - Linda Darroch, Deputy Headteacher
(now retired) of Bonaly Primary School in Edinburgh came and told us about the Pledge
made to the sea turtles by all of the pupils in the school.
Linda explained that she had visited Dalyan and the Kaptan June Sea Turtle Conservation
Foundation back in 2016 and upon her return to work - inspired by all she had seen
and learned during her visit - she decided to do what she described as a “Whole School
Science Topic” on the subject, which involved all the pupils from Primary 3 to Primary 7.
The pupils learned about the difficulties that sea turtles were experiencing as a result of
plastic waste polluting the oceans and over-development of beaches. The pupils worked
hard to establish an Awareness Wall so that this important subject could be brought to
the attention of the local community.
Every child participated in the Wall - Primary 3 and 4 pupils drew turtles and gave them
thought bubbles; Primary 5 pupils designed a “good beach” and a “bad beach”. Primary
6 and 7pupils designed posters. The display was outside the main hall and dining area
where many parents and local groups gather.
Every child also signed a Pledge promising never to drop litter on a beach for the rest of
their lives!
Pictures show the “Awareness Wall” with the Bad Beach covered with litter etc on the
left and the Good Beach - clean and tidy - on the right and all the turtles swimming about in the sea. Also shown is a collage of the
Pledges signed by the pupils, together with a picture of Volunteer DorriAllett receiving the signed Pledges and the Bad Beach/Good
Beach picture from Linda on the day she visited.
Linda has promised that she will return to Bonaly School and let the pupils know
how excited Kaptan June was to learn all about this and to pass on to them a special
message from her “Well Done everyone at Bonaly School for an excellent piece of work. Never forget
your Pledge, not just to the turtles but to all the creatures that live on and around the
world’s beaches and who rely on us to keep them clean and beautiful for them.”
The Pledges and the pictures will be displayed insideKaptan June’s Hut for all to see
and everyone at the Foundation sends congratulations to Linda and all the pupils
and staff at Bonaly School for such an excellent and thought-provoking project. Also,
special thanks to Linda for taking the time and trouble to return to Kaptan June’s Hut to tell us all about it - it’s always good to learn
about what happens after visits have been made and to know that the Foundation’s aim of educating and informing takes root and
spreads.

